### Description

**Description of problem:**

We get `RuntimeError` when we try to list LDAP users.

**Steps to reproduce:**

```bash
hammer user list --auth-source-ldap-id 3
```

2019-03-20T09:22:04 [I|app|9efa0498] Processing by Api::V2::UsersController#index as JSON
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [I|app|9efa0498] Parameters: {"page":"1", "per_page":"1000", "apiv":"v2", "auth_source_ldap_id":"3", "user":null}
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [D|app|9efa0498] Authenticated user admin against INTERNAL authentication source
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [D|app|9efa0498] Current user set to foreman_admin (admin)
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [I|app|9efa0498] Current user set to admin (admin)
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [D|app|9efa0498] Current location set to none
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [D|app|9efa0498] Current organization set to none
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [D|app|9efa0498] Current location set to none
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [D|app|9efa0498] Current organization set to none
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [W|app|9efa0498] DEPRECATION WARNING: Dangerous query method (method whose arguments are used as raw SQL) called with non-attribute argument(s): "CASE WHEN \"auth_sources\"."name" = '3' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END". Non-attribute arguments will be disallowed in Rails 6.0. This method should not be called with user-provided values, such as request parameters or model attributes. Known-safe values can be passed by wrapping them in Arel.sql(). (called from prioritize_friendly_name_records at /home/vagrant/projects/foreman/app/controllers/api/base_controller.rb:410)
2019-03-20T09:22:04 [W|app|9efa0498] DEPRECATION WARNING: Dangerous query method (method whose arguments are used as raw SQL) called with non-attribute argument(s): "CASE WHEN \"auth_sources\"."name" = '3' THEN 1 ELSE 0 END". Non-attribute arguments will be disallowed in Rails 6.0. This method should not be called with user-provided values, such as request parameters or model attributes. Known-safe values can be passed by wrapping them in Arel.sql(). (called from prioritize_friendly_name_records at /home/vagrant/projects/foreman/app/controllers/api/base_controller.rb:410)
| RuntimeException: Association not found for auth_source_ldap
|   /home/vagrant/projects/foreman/app/controllers/api/base_controller.rb:75:in `parent_scope'
|   /home/vagrant/projects/foreman/app/controllers/api/base_controller.rb:61:in `resource_scope'
|   /home/vagrant/projects/foreman/app/controllers/concerns/foreman/controller/users_mixin.rb:10:in `resource_scope_for_index'
|   /home/vagrant/projects/foreman/app/controllers/api/base_controller.rb:100:in `resource_scope_for_index'
|   /home/vagrant/projects/foreman/app/controllers/api/v2/users_controller.rb:31:in `index'
|   /home/vagrant/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.3.4/gems/actionpack-5.2.1/lib/action_controller/metal/basic_implicit_render.rb:6:in `send_action'
|   /home/vagrant/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.3.4/gems/actionpack-5.2.1/lib/abstract_controller/base.rb:194:in `process_action'
|   /home/vagrant/.rvm/gems/ruby-2.3.4/gems/actionpack-5.2.1/lib/action_controller/metal/rendering.
```
History

#1 - 04/28/2019 08:32 PM - Anonymous
- Related to Refactor #23300: Do not use string interpolation when composing SQL queries. added

#2 - 04/28/2019 08:32 PM - Anonymous
- Blocks Tracker #24837: Rails 6.0 Tracker added

#3 - 11/12/2019 01:16 PM - Anonymous
- Blocks deleted (Tracker #24837: Rails 6.0 Tracker)

#4 - 12/25/2019 03:40 PM - Anonymous
- Related to deleted (Refactor #23300: Do not use string interpolation when composing SQL queries.)